TRAVELS IN AUTUMN

A selection of unmissable ancient world
tours departing in Autumn 2022

Enriching, expert-led tours worldwide

Sicily

Autumn, the most enchanting time of year to explore
The early months of autumn have traditionally been the favourite time of year for Andante guests to travel, and little wonder. By
September and October, the summer crowds have melted away and the blazingly hot days (particularly in southern Europe) have given
way to the most pleasant temperatures for exploring the myriad fascinating historical and archaeological sites that dot our continent
and beyond.
Many of us have lost time to make up for. For eager travellers who have, perhaps, not managed to leave these shores since before the
pandemic, getting on for three years can feel an eternity. Sharing your passion for the ancient world, we have certainly felt it keenly
ourselves. Now is surely the time to revisit that ‘must see’ travel list.
In this collection of tours, you’ll find perennial favourites such as ‘Pompeii, Herculaneum and Classical Campania’, ‘Crete East and
West’ and ‘Classical Sicily’, journeys on which the past is brought to life in peerless Andante style. There are river cruises and smallship coastal cruises, island-hopping adventures and in-depth city breaks, showing you the secrets of Rome, for example, or Istanbul.
Venture further afield and discover the centuries-old treasures of Morocco, Uzbekistan and Peru. Or stay closer to home and
appreciate the ancient wonders of the UK, from prehistoric rock art and stone circles to breathtaking cathedrals and mighty castles.
Each and every attraction has its own enthralling stories to tell.
If you have enjoyed travelling with Andante in the past or you simply like what we do, we would be extremely grateful if you could cast
your votes for us in the 2022 British Travel Awards. All voters are entered into prize draws with some outstanding holidays and travel
prizes to be won. From 4th July, just visit andantetravels.co.uk/blog/bta-2022 to vote for us, and, as always, your support is always
most appreciated.
Happy travels to you.

Jackie Willis
Jackie Willis
CEO

How to book
If you are already interested in joining one of our
tours and want to know more, please do give our
Specialist Sales Executives a call today. They are
ready to help with your questions.
If you have already booked a place on one of our
tours and require further information, please
get in touch with our experienced Customer
Care team.

Call today: 01722 671 873
Alternatively, all of our tours are available to book online.

Visit our website: andantetravels.co.uk
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Travel with an expert
With our tours, there is no umbrella-waving or flag-holding. Your Guide Lecturer isn’t there to herd guests or count heads, they are
part of your group – a travel companion with whom to converse and laugh with at mealtimes as well as someone who is there to share
their academic expertise. Travelling with an expert to sites of significance really will help you get the most out of your experience with
us. Nothing compares to exploring intricately decorated tombs in Egypt with a renowned Egyptologist, standing before staggering
examples of cave paitings in the company of the world’s leading authority on prehistoric rock art or deciphering the ruins of some
obscure, little-known site with a working archaeologist.
The best part about our tours is the dynamic that emerges between guests and guide. Arriving as strangers, you’ll leave as friends as
the small-group nature of our travel experiences offer a chance to really get to know your fellow travellers. There’s nothing quite like
having the freedom and confidence to ask the questions you want answers to from an expert who is on hand to enlighten and engage,
and this is precisely what you can look forward to on a tour with Andante Travels.

John Shepherd

Tony O’Connor

Dr Paul Bahn

Feedback for John from a guest who
travelled on our Historical Highlights of
Dalmatia cruise on 16th October ‘21:

Feedback for Tony from a guest who
travelled on our Cleopatra’s Egypt tour
on 31st January ‘22:

Feedback for Paul from a guest who
travelled on our Pyrenees Rock Art tour
on 8th October ‘21:

“I was born and raised in Croatia where
my trip went, but I found John’s lectures
and conversations highly interesting and
informative. I learned a lot from him and
I would like to take some more of his trips.”

“This was my third tour with Tony and
I really enjoyed his company. He is so
knowledgeable and willing to answer
questions, and really brings the sites to life,
as well as being friendly and helpful.”

“Paul is a brilliant guide and an entertaining
companion (this is my second experience
of touring with him). His additions to
the printed programme were particularly
worthwhile and ensured that we got as
much as possible out of our stay in France.”

British Travel Awards
We are delighted to share that we have been nominated for two prizes at this year’s
British Travel Awards! We are up for the Best Special Interest Holiday Travel Company
award as well as the Best Southern Europe/Mediterranean Holidays Travel Company
prize. Voting opens on 4th July and will close on 2nd October, and we would really
appreciate your support.

We are nominated for:
• Best Special Interest Holiday Travel
Company
• Best Southern Europe/Mediterranean
Holidays Travel Company

To vote for us:
Visit andantetravels.co.uk/blog/bta-2022 from 4th July and complete the short form.
What’s more, everyone who votes in the 2022 British Travel Awards will be entered
into a grand prize draw. Once again, your support means the world to us, so if you’ve
enjoyed an expert-led tour with Andante over the past 36 years, please vote for us.
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EDGE OF EMPIRE

Romans in South Wales

While short, this tour includes some wonderful
highlights and a chance to explore many sites of
signficance. We will enjoy a behind-the-scenes tour
of the National Roman Legion Museum in Caerleon
in the company of Dr Mark Lewis/or Evan Chapman,
who is senior Curator of Archaeology at NMW, and
there will also be visits to Caerleon – one of the
most important legionary barracks in the Roman
Empire – along with Caerwent, which boasts an
impressive Roman wall. At Caerleon, we will see the
barracks of the Legio II Augusta, the amphitheatre
and the fortress bath house, while in Caerwent we
view the site of the forum and basilica.
2nd - 4th Sep | £750pp single supp £195
Full details at andantetravels.co.uk/asse

GREAT CATHEDRALS OF
THE SOUTHWEST
Romanesque to Gothic
This tour in the heart of south-western England
offers an architectural journey of a collection of
some of our most glorious cathedrals – Salisbury,
Winchester and Wells. From the Norman Conquest
to the 16th century Reformation, tour the breadth
of the Middle Ages with access behind the scenes
of these magnificent edifices. Immersed in the
minds and lives of past masons and monarchs, this
tour unravels the extraordinary construction of the
cathedrals so intricately laced with the political,
social, economic and cultural history of England.
1st - 3rd Sep | £745pp single supp £125
Full details at andantetravels.co.uk/asca
Salisbury Cathedral

ANNE BOLEYN & THE
BREAK WITH ROME

A turbulent and tragic story

The second marriage of King Henry VIII
changed the course of British history
and this delightful short break in Kent
draws on the insight and expertise of your
Guide Lecturer to tell the turbulent and
tragic story of the early 1530s in the most
fascinating way, with a particular focus on
the life of Anne Boleyn. View her personal
belongings and bed chamber at Hever
Castle, discover Leeds Castle where she
took her place in the court of Henry’s first
queen, and learn more about the split with
Rome at Canterbury’s iconic cathedral.

RICHARD III - HERO OR PREHISTORIC ROCK
VILLAIN?
ART & LANDSCAPES

Discover one of English history’s most
tragic, bloody and colourful epochs

In Scotland’s beautiful Kilmartin Glen

27th - 30th Sep | £895pp single supp £155
Full details at andantetravels.co.uk/arhv

6th - 9th Sep | £1,445pp single supp £430
Full details at andantetravels.co.uk/aski

Our four-day tour is based in the beautiful
town of Warwick and explores significant
sites associated with Richard III, taking
in battlefields, castles and churches, and
culminating in a visit to the king’s striking
new tomb. It will be led by medieval
historian Dr Michael Jones, who wrote
the book on the discovery of Richard’s
remains, The King’s Grave. The tour is a
must, not only for Richard’s fans and foes,
but for anyone interested in one of English
history’s most tragic, bloody and colourful
epochs – our very own ‘Game of Thrones’.

The enchanting Kilmartin Glen, on
Scotland’s west coast, plays host to one of
the richest and best-preserved prehistoric
landscapes in Britain. The extraordinary
concentration of Neolithic and Bronze
Age burial monuments, standing stones,
and rock art in the glen and surrounding
hills testifies to the importance of this
area 5,500-3,500 years ago. Highlights on
this tour include a visit to the prehistoric
stone circle at Temple Wood with its spiral
carvings, the enigmatic carved rocks at
Cairnbaan and Baluacraig, and more.
Maximum 16 per group

7th - 9th Oct | £815pp single supp £145
Full details at andantetravels.co.uk/aabr
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THE KINGDOM OF
NORTHUMBRIA
Kings and clerics of the north
In an era of warfare, raiders and ruthless
kings, northern England occupied a place on an
international stage that positioned it alongside the
great powers of the continent. During the course
of this fascinating five-day tour, we will explore the
landmark buildings of medieval York and admire
the Norman architecture of Durham Cathedral; pay
a visit to the abbey of Monkwearmouth-Jarrow,
once home of the Venerable Bede, “the Father of
English History”; explore the famous monastery of
Lindisfarne, which was raided by Vikings in 793 AD;
and view the hogbacks – Anglo-Scandinavian grave
markers at St. Thomas Church in Brompton.
Holy Island

19th - 23rd Sep | £1,385pp single supp £215
Full details at andantetravels.co.uk/anub

ARCHAEOLOGY AND
WILDLIFE OF THE
PEMBROKESHIRE COAST
Exploring the wild, wild west
Pembrokeshire’s long history is as colourful and
dramatic as its landscape. It possesses a rich
legacy of prehistoric and later remains intrinsically
linked to its coastline. Its northern peninsula is
untainted by the industry of our modern age and
the ancient iron age field enclosures still remain.
While here, we will take a sea safari through some
of the richest water for wildlife off the coast of the
British Isles, walk to the Iron Age hill fort of Foel
Drigarn with wonderful views from the summit over
the surrounding countryside, and discover Carn
Meini – the site of the quarry for the Stonehenge
bluestones themselves.
5th - 10th Sep | £1,985pp single supp £325
Full details at andantetravels.co.uk/apem
The Great Laxey Wheel

THE ARCHAEOLOGY OF THE ISLE OF MAN
Discover a wealth of sites across a wide range of history
Ellan Vannin – the Isle of Man – boasts a rich archaeological heritage from the Neolithic period
and the Iron Age, a Celtic and Norse past, and times under the control of the Earls of Derby,
the Dukes of Athol and then the British Crown. Add in The Great Laxey Wheel and Archibald
Knox, and you’ll wonder why you’ve not explored before. In expert company, we will discover
a Viking ship burial at Balladoole, view striking examples of Celtic and Norse crosses, see the
world’s largest waterwheel at Laxey and visit Tynwald Hill, one of the island’s most distinctive
landmarks.

5th - 10th Sep
£1,995pp single supp £150
Full details at
andantetravels.co.uk/aiom
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Hadrian’s Wall

WALKING HADRIAN’S
WALL
Discover the archaeological remains
at Vindolanda
The Hadrian’s Wall footpath crosses wild
and beautiful terrain, its route covering
the shortest distance coast to coast
across the country following Hadrian’s
ambitious frontier. This walking tour takes
in forts, milecastles and turrets, road,
vallum and road ditch, inscriptions and of
course wall structure, and our route starts
along the shore of the Solway Firth, ending
at the excavated fort and reconstructed
bath-house at Segedunum. Along the way,
we discover Birdoswald with its fort and
museum, visit the Tullie House Museum
and explore the site of Vindolanda.

HIGHLIGHTS OF HADRIAN’S WALL
Explore the north-west frontier of the Roman Empire
Hadrian’s Wall and the history of the Romans in Britain is as fascinating as ever. For
those who wish to explore the former Roman frontier, but with less walking involved,
we are delighted to offer an alternative tour. Join our Guide Lecturer, one of the leading
experts in Roman archaeology, on this unique trip from coast to coast. They have
excavated for many years on several sites included in the itinerary and will give you
unparalleled first-hand insights. Highlights range from the bathhouse at Ravenglass to
the Temple of Mithras at Carrawburgh and much more.
18th - 23rd Sep | £1,855pp single supp £295
Full details at andantetravels.co.uk/ahah

5th - 13th Sep
£2,960pp single supp £620
Full details at andantetravels.co.uk/ahad
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Standing Stones of Callanish and Stornoway

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE HEBRIDES

History and heritage on the edge of the Atlantic

The Outer Hebrides are impressive all year round but when the summer ends and there
are fewer people, the landscape steps up to take centre stage. Aside from offering an
incredible landscape, the Outer Hebrides is home to a stunning array of archaeological
finds, from Neolithic cairns to Iron Age houses and Norse Mills, and not forgetting the
more recent Blackhouses – crofting houses that appear to come from another age but are
only little more than a century old. We view the Bronze Age standing stones of Callanish,
the Iron Age village of Bosta and discover the 16th century highly decorated effigy tombs
of the chiefs of the Macleod clan at the Rodel Church.

26th - 31st Oct
£1,920pp single supp £145
Full details at
andantetravels.co.uk/aheb

PREHISTORIC IRELAND

See the iconic megalithic sites of Newgrange
and Knowth

Experience the fascinating prehistory of Ireland on
this eight-day tour that links two equally important
regions of Ireland. From the Neolithic monuments in
the fertile land of the Boyne Valley, we cross the island
westwards to the wild landscapes of the Atlantic
Coast and Galway. The monumental passage tomb of
Newgrange is but one of the highlights as our journey
takes us to numerous sites of significance including
the Hill of Tara, once seat of the High Kings of Ireland;
Carrowmore, the largest and oldest prehistoric
cemetery site in Ireland; and Dun Aengus, which is
situated on the largest and most mysterious of the
Aran Islands, Inis Mor.
4th - 11th Sep | £3,195pp single supp £375
Full details at andantetravels.co.uk/apir
Carrowmore
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Old Town of Martigues

River & Ocean Cruising
What makes a river cruise so special? Well, to the modern
traveller, cruising along a river from city to city is at once both
quaintly old-fashioned and absolutely on trend. A river journey
is timeless, romantic and truly embodies the ethos of ‘slow
travel – that leisurely, contemplative method of exploring a
destination so much in vogue. It offers a low impact invitation
to appreciate scenic beauty as well as local secrets.
To the ancients, the river represented something much more
significant. It was their freshwater lifeblood, their superhighway, their impregnable fortification, their border of
empire, and even their living spirit. Little wonder then that
they congregated so prolifically along a river’s banks. Their
monuments, many of which rank among the most spectacular of
antiquity, still stand within miles – and sometimes even metres
– of a river, which is why a river cruise is the perfect way to
delve into the world of archaeology.
After an ocean cruise? Join our Treasures of the Dalmatian
Coast tour for a gloriously relaxing experience, discovering
ancient treasures from a small ship cruise vessel.
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Benefits of small ship cruising

If you don’t consider yourself a ‘cruise’ kind of person, maybe
you’ve not yet found the right type of cruise experience for
you? Small ship cruising is unique and something that lends
itself perfectly to ancient world adventures.

Easier access to remote sites

Many sites are in harder to reach locations, which can often
be a little more challenging to get to. When you add to this
issue the prospect of major ports with large ships stopping
at them, you find yourself facing crowds of other passengers
disembarking at the same time. On a small ship cruise, you can
stop at smaller ports and there’ll never been too many people
getting off ahead of you – think fewer lines and less crowding.

Excellent service and individualised attention

With a smaller number of passengers to get to know, it’s
easier to build rapport with members of staff, which will
inevitably enhance the overall cruise experience. From
special requests to how you take your morning coffee, a more
personalised service is at the heart of a small ship cruise.

NEW FOR 2022

EXPLORING THE
ARCHAEOLOGY OF THE RHONE
Greeks, Romans and Celts
This special cruise examines the role the River Rhône
played in the ancient world as a channel of trade and
culture, exploring the important coloniae of Lugdunum,
Lyon, and Vienne, along with the stunning Roman cities
in Provence, including Arles, Glanum and the historically
important site of Massalia. In addition, we will be
exploring the important Palaeolithic site of Roche de
Solutré, as well as the wonderful medieval sites of Cluny
and Avignon. This is an exceptional tour which combines
the comfort of a cruise with a series of the most
important archaeological and historical sites in France.
18th - 26th Sep | £3,795*pp single supp £595
Full details at andantetravels.co.uk/arnc

The Pont Saint Benezet

NEW FOR 2022

MOORISH WONDERS OF
GUADALQUIVIR & GUADIANA
Exploring Andalucia and the Algarve on a cruise
Explore the richness of Iberian history while meandering
up two important rivers – namely the Guadalquivir
and the Guadiana – that allowed it to happen on this
memorable eight-day cruise. We will travel back as far
as the Phoenicians, who founded both Cadiz as well as
the lesser-known city of Huelva, and we will admire the
wonderful site of Italica, which is famed not only for its
remains but for its giving rise to the emperors Trajan and
Hadrian. We will also explore the great Moorish cities of
Seville, Córdoba and Granada to consider the period in
which the rich cities of Andalucia were at the forefront of
science and culture.
15th - 22nd Sep | £3,265*pp single supp £595
Full details at andantetravels.co.uk/aggc

Cordoba

TREASURES OF THE
DALMATIAN COAST

Discover ancient Dalmatia on this exclusive
Andante cruise
During this relaxing cruise aboard the superb MS
Equator, one of the flagships of its fleet, we will
discover many historical, cultural and scenic highlights
of the region known in ancient times as Dalmatia. The
fascinating history of the region is brought to life by our
accompanying Guide Lecturer, with stops including the
perfectly-preserved Gothic towns of Hvar and Korčula,
the gorgeous ‘green island’ of Mljet and beach-fringed
Brač. We will also explore Diocletian’s sprawling palace
complex and take a boat trip to St. Mary Isle to visit an
ancient Benedictine monastery.
15th - 22nd Oct | £3,205*pp single supp £595
Full details at andantetravels.co.uk/adac
*Prices are based on either a Main or Lower Deck Cabin. Upgrades to
other cabin types are available at a supplement, subject to availability.

Mljet island
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Carnac Stones

BRITTANY - CARNAC AND BEYOND

Encounter the world’s largest assemblage of megalithic sites

Based in just one hotel in Carnac, this tour offers memorable insights into the rites and rituals
of our Stone Age ancestors, as well as a chance to soak up the unique Breton atmosphere. An
entire day is dedicated to visiting Carnac, where we encounter the world’s largest assemblage
of Megalithic sites with over 3,000 standing stones, erected during the Neolithic in alignments,
and also a variety of dolmens. On the island of Gavrinis, discover a well-preserved tomb with
decorated slabs in its passage that help relate it to well-known Irish monuments.

5th - 11th Sep
£2,905pp single supp £535
Full details at
andantetravels.co.uk/abri

Ruins of Glanum

PROVENCE

Barbarians, Greeks and Romans
The idyllic landscapes of Provence are also home to some of Europe’s most impressive
monuments. Built in the days of high empire to impress and subdue the native Gallic warriors
of the region, they can still be seen in a remarkably complete state in the modern towns. From
the magnificent amphitheatre at Arles to the ruins of Glanum, an abandoned Roman town
dramatically sited in the cliffs, there is much to explore in this exceptionally beautiful region of
France. We also discover the charming town of St. Remy, view the grand Pont du Gard and visit
the Oppidum at Entremont to learn about the cult of the severed head.
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10th - 16th Oct
£2,810pp single supp £315
Full details at
andantetravels.co.uk/aprv

Palaeolithic Bison art in the Altamira caves

ROMANS, VISIGOTHS & VIZIERS

THE CAMINO DE SANTIAGO

Pay a memorable visit to the legendary Alhambra Palace

The Way of St. James - a cultural pilgrimage

From prehistory to the Renaissance, our eight-day tour
progresses through the many ages of this vibrant, beautiful
and fascinating region. Highlights on this long-running itinerary
include the ruined Moorish palace of Medina Azahara, a UNESCOlisted site on the outskirts of Córdoba; the chance to follow the
scenic route of the Roman Via Augusta, an ancient road that
was built to link Spain with Italy; and all-encompassing tours of
vibrant Seville, Moorish Córdoba and Granada in expert company
- rich cities that will offer a varied insight into life in this stunning
Spanish region.

Following the French pilgrimage route of the Camino de Santiago,
we head east to west, and piece together thousands of years
of history through a wide variety of different sites: handsome
Spanish cities, pre-Romanseque churches, Gothic cathedrals
and Roman remnants. Our cultural journey ends in Santiago de
Compestela. This is an itinerary loaded with pretty scenery and
rich in historical sites. We also visit Las Medulas – the largest
open cast Roman goldmine in the Roman Empire, the creation of
which destroyed a whole mountain – and discover the fairy-tale
castle fortress of the Knights Templars in Ponferrada.

5th - 12th Sep | £2,990pp single supp £550
Full details at andantetravels.co.uk/avis

1st - 11th Sep | £4,145pp single supp £680
Full details at andantetravels.co.uk/acds

ROCK ART OF ALTAMIRA

HIGHLIGHTS OF POMPEII

A close encounter with our Stone Age antecedents

An unbeatable introduction to ordinary Roman life

Decorated 15-35,000 years ago, the caves of Altamira still display
some of humankind’s first great artistic achievements. This is a
unique chance to view the vivid images of horse, bison and deer
that have come to epitomise Palaeolithic art. Throughout this
tour, we will stay in historic towns nestled among the hills of
northern Spain, which allows us to visit each of the sites on our
itinerary with ease and also maximises our touring time. A visit
to the Ice Age caves of northern Spain is a tremendous privilege.
Where else could you approach original masterpieces of such
immense antiquity in situ?

The sites of the Bay of Naples confront the modern visitor with a
vivid, haunting immediacy like nothing else in the ancient world.
This tour offers the most important highlights of the Vesuvian
towns just when these have opened a number of new houses and
have undertaken exciting new excavations. In the company of
our fantastic Guide Lecturer, who has particular expertise in the
area, we will explore the ancient town of Herculaneum, the villa at
Oplontis – owned by the family of Nero’s wife – and the fabulous
Archaeological Museum in Naples, which is home to extraordinary
finds from the local area.

5th - 12th Sep | £2,885pp single supp £430
Full details at andantetravels.co.uk/aalt

13th - 17th Nov | £1,750pp single supp £255
Full details at andantetravels.co.uk/asbp

Maximum 16 per group
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POMPEII, HERCULANEUM &
CLASSICAL CAMPANIA
Exclusive access to the off-site theatre of Herculaneum
Nowhere in the world could give a deeper insight into Roman life than the dramatic
seaside towns of Pompeii and Herculaneum. Before the eruption of Vesuvius these
were thriving, lively seaside towns - Pompeii, a trading town equipped with many bars,
shops and brothels, while Herculaneum was an affluent elegant town. All this came
to an abrupt halt one autumnal day in AD 79, when Vesuvius - which had done little
more than rumble for years - erupted with cataclysmic force. Two thousand years
later, the sites of the Bay of Naples confront the modern visitor with a vivid, haunting
immediacy like nothing else in the ancient world.

Pompeii

Tour Highlights
Day One | London - Cava de’Tirreni
Today we depart from London and arrive in the beautiful bay of Naples.
Day Two | Cava de’Tirreni - Paestum
We start our day at the site of Paestum and following a leisurely lunch, we visit the
Paestum Museum, which is home to the famous ‘Tomb of the Diver’, with its intact
frescoes dated to around 480 BC. Here, we have special behind-the-scenes access to the
museum’s incredible store rooms, where we see painted Lucanian tombs.
Day Three | Pompeii
The entire day is devoted to Pompeii. We visit some of the most well-preserved buildings
as well as an amphitheatre, theatre, forum, bath-houses, bars, and brothels. Travelling
via the best routes to avoid crowds, we will also pay visits to several villas that are newly
reopened to the public.
Day Four | Naples - Pozzuoli
Our first visit is to the National Archaeological Museum in Naples, home to exceptional
artefacts. Later, we visit the amphitheatre at Pozzuoli and then have special access to
the Cave of Sejanus. an impressive tunnel dating to the age of Augustus. This site also
gives access to the lovely seaside villa of Pausilypon, where we visit a theatre and odeon.
Day Five | Stabiae
Go off the beaten track to the villas of Stabiae this morning, including the Villa San Marco
and the Villa Arianna. Later, there is free time to explore at our leisure.
Day Six | Vesuvius - Oplontis
Today we ascend the crater of Vesuvius and then, after lunch, we visit the impressive villa
at Oplontis, which boasts sumptuous frescoes, a bath complex and slave quarters.
Day Seven | Herculaneum
We start the day with a private visit to the Theatre of Herculaneum, still buried under the
pyroclastic flow, and visit two other on-site museums - including the Antiquarium.
Day Eight | Naples - London
After breakfast, we transfer to the airport for our return flight back to London.
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• Private access to the Theatre of
Herculaneum, off-site and haunting
• Private access to the store rooms at
Paestum Museum, where Lucanian painted
tombs closed to members of the public await
• Private access to the Cave of Sejanus and the
adjoining villa of Pausilypon
• Visits to off the beaten track villas at Stabiae
• The newly excavated House of Leda in Regio V
Guided by Dr Gillian Shepherd
Join Gillian on our 12th September departure.

Guided by Diana Blumberg
Join Diana on our 19th September departure.

Guided by John Shepherd
Join John on our 3rd October departure.

Guided by Mark Corney
Join Mark on our 10th October departure.

Guided by Dr Simon Elliott
Join Simon on our 24th October departure.

12th - 19th Sep | £2,775pp single supp £165
19th - 26th Sep | £2,775pp single supp £165
3rd - 10th Oct | £2,725pp single supp £165
10th - 17th Oct | £2,725pp single supp £165
24th - 31st Oct | £2,725pp single supp £165
Full details at andantetravels.co.uk/apom

LAKE CONSTANCE

A treasure trove of history: Pile
dwellings, castles and abbeys
Lake Constance, bordering 3 countries, is one of
the most idyllic places in Europe and also one of
the most varied, archaeologically and historically.
It is equally known for its unique archaeological
remains as it is for its photogenic castles and
abbeys, all of which are in picturesque valleys
framed by mountain tops and clear blue waters.
This tour explores the hugely significant Neolithic
and Bronze Age pile dwelling in the museums of
Bad Buchenau and Federsee, which exhibit finds
from one of the archaeologically richest bogs in
Europe. We also visit the UNESCO-listed island
of Reichenau, the library at St. Gallen with its
priceless collection of early medival writings and
Meersburg Castle – the oldest inhabited fortress
in all of Germany.
5th - 12th Sep
£3,395pp single supp £460
Full details at andantetravels.co.uk/alco

Lindau, Bodensee

HIDDEN ROME

Special visit to the Mithraeum of the Circus Maximus
This unique tour has a plethora of special visits included. We have gained access to some of the most exquisite and important
monuments such as the tombs of the Scipiones, the family that produced Hannibal’s nemesis, Scipio Africanus; and the catacombs
of Saint Agnes on the Via Nomentana, built adjacent to one of the great churches of the age of Constantine. We also explore the
Mithraeum of the Circus Maximus, created literally beneath the stairs of the great altar of Hercules, but perhaps the pièce de
résistance is our visit to the extraordinary Domus Aurea, Nero’s Palace built on four hills and now covered by later imperial projects.
During this tour, we are based in the very centre of the city with ample time to explore independently.
21st - 27th Oct | £3,100pp single supp £345
Full details at andantetravels.co.uk/ahro

ROME & ASSISI: CENTRES OF
DEVOTION
Following in the footsteps of pilgrims through the
ages
In the company of Dr Eireann Marshall, this tour
explores this evolution of Rome as a centre of
pilgrimage, starting from the stunning catacombs,
which contain some of the earliest examples of
Christian art, to the beautiful early Christian churches
aggrandised in the Carolingian period and, finally, to
the monumental Papal basilicas. In addition, this tour
explores another centre of pilgrimage, Assisi, the
home of St. Francis, whose revolutionary charisma has
drawn pilgrims to his city since his death in the year
1226. Here, we explore the Basilica of Saint Francis,
beautified by Giotto and Cimabue, as well as the
Porziuncula, where Francis founded his order.

Saint Francis Basilica in Assisi

3rd - 10th Nov | £3,045pp single supp £350
Full details at andantetravels.co.uk/aasp
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THE ETRUSCANS

Master craftsmen of early Italy
On this historic tour, our Guide Lecturer
will introduce hilltop cities, spectacular
finds and lavish painted tombs. This is
a fascinating and alternative view of
Classical Italy. Highlights range from
a visit to the remarkable Banditaccia
cemetery at Cerveteri, a true city of
the dead, to the Villa Giulia Museum in
Rome with its incomparable collection
of Etruscan artefacts. We also discover
the dramatic medieval city of Orvieto –
Etruscan Velzna – with its magnificent
cathedral and see the unique painted
tombs of Tarquinia, the earliest fresco
cycle in western art.
18th - 25th Sep
£3,100pp single supp £395
Full details at andantetravels.co.uk/aetr

Etruscan necropolis at Cerveteri

PUGLIA & BASILICATA
Discover the extraordinary Sassi di
Matera
Basilicata and Puglia offer rich histories, both
with outstanding monuments that date from
the Neolithic period right up to the modern
age. Throughout this nine-day tour, we will
discover the charming town of Alberobello
with its white-washed houses known as
trulli, we will explore ancient Matera with its
cave dwellings carved dramatically into the
mountainside and we will pay a visit to Castel
del Monte, the most spectacular castle in all
of southern Italy. There will also be a visit to
Lecce, a wonderful Baroque city.

Ancient Sassi di Matera
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27th Sep - 5th Oct | £3,895pp single supp £290
Full details at andantetravels.co.uk/abap

CLASSICAL SICILY

Special access to the glittering Cappella Palatina
This 10-day trip showcases the wonderful monuments from all the cultures that
found their homes on the island of Sicily. We explore the Normano-Arabic churches of
Palermo alongside some of the best preserved Greek temples in the world – and the
most important late antique villa in Italy. As the largest island in the Mediterranean,
Sicily arguably has the richest history of any region in Italy. During the Greek and the
Norman periods, it was the creative centre of philosophy, art and learning. On this
sun-soaked island, we find wonderfully preserved Greek temples, Roman villas and
Norman cathedrals – many of which are filled with stunning mosaics.
La Martorana

Day One | London - Catania
We depart from London and arrive in Catania before transferring to Palermo.
Day Two | Segesta - Monreale
After breakfast we drive to the Greek city of Segesta, home to a 5th century BC Doric
temple. We later travel to Monreale to see its Norman-Byzantine cathedral and abbey.

Day Ten | Catania - London
Following breakfast, we make our way back to
the airport where we catch our return flight to
London.

Tour Highlights
Day Three | Palermo
The wonders of Palermo await and we start at the Archaeological Museum, moving
on to visit the church of La Martorana and Chiesa di San Cataldo. After lunch we visit
Palermo’s Cathedral and in the evening there’s a private visit to the Cappella Palatina.
Day Four | Marsala - Motya
We drive to Marsala and visit the museum with its Carthaginian warship remains. After
lunch we cross by boat to the island of Motya, where we visit the Archaeological Museum.
Day Five | Selinus
Our day begins at the quarries of the Cave di Cusa and then we travel to Selinus itself to
see the temples of the eastern sanctuary. Later, we visit the Acropolis of Selinus.
Day Six | Agrigento
The whole day is devoted to the remains of Agrigento and the Valley of the Temples.
Day Seven | Piazza Armernia - Morgantina
We travel to the Villa Romana del Casale in Piazza Armernia to see its superb collection
of mosaics and then we proceed to Morgantina, where we find an excellent collection of
remains – an ancient Greek political chamber, a theatre, kilns and mosaic-filled houses.

• See truly exceptional mosaics at the Villa
Romana, Piazza Armerina
• Visit Arab-Norman churches with their blend
of Byzantine and Arabic art
• See the cathedral at Monreale, which is
covered in opulent mosaics
• Discover the Valley of the Temples in
Agrigento, a UNESCO World Heritage Site
• Enjoy a special access evening visit to the
glorious Cappella Palatina

Guided by Dr Gillian Shepherd
Join Gillian on our 22nd September departure.

Guided by Doru Bodgan
Join Doru on our 29th September departure.

Guided by Oliver Gilkes
Join Oliver on our 20th October departure.

Day Eight | Syracuse
In Syracuse today, we visit the Paolo Orsi Archaeological Museum and the Neapolis
Archaeological Park. In the afternoon, we walk around Ortygia with its Temple of Athena.
Day Nine | Ortygia - Noto
Enjoy free time in Ortygia and then later we proceed to the UNESCO site of Noto followed
by the late Roman villa at Tellaro which contains fine mosaics.

22nd Sep - 1st Oct | £4,095pp single supp £495
29th Sep - 8th Oct | £4,095pp single supp £495
20th - 29th Oct | £4,060pp single supp £495
Full details at andantetravels.co.uk/asic
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Basilica di San Marco

IMPERIAL MAJESTY IN RAVENNA & VENICE
Last bastions of the Byzantine Empire in northern Italy

This twin-centre tour of Ravenna and Venice offers some truly memorable and special
experiences, such as two exclusive private evening visits to the Byzantine basilicas of San
Vitale and San Marco, an exclusive, private visit to the Biblioteca Marciana – famed for its
important collection of Byzantine manuscripts – and visits to the unique Basilicas of Santa
Maria Assunta in Torcello and Santa Maria e Donato in Murano.

2nd - 9th Nov
£3,505pp single supp £580
Full details at
andantetravels.co.uk/arvv

No
single
supplement

Herculaneum mosaic

ROMANS ON THE BAY OF NAPLES

New discoveries and highlights in the shadow of Vesuvius
This beautiful stretch of coast, developed in the Roman era by elites and emperors in search of
leisure, has witnessed exciting new archaeological activities as well as an unprecedented number
of newly-opened sites. While much attention has been given to the new excavations in Pompeii,
much less has been said about the opening of new sections of Herculaneum, the opening of
Roman sites in Positano and Boscoreale, and the excavations taking place in Terzigno and Somma
Vesuviana. This tour offers a fresh take of Romans in the Bay of Naples, taking into consideration
these new discoveries and offering an examination of this prosperous part of the ancient world.
16 To book a tour today visit andantetravels.co.uk or call 01722 671 873

14th - 21st Nov
£2,775pp single supp £0
Full details at
andantetravels.co.uk/arbn

Meteora

SERBIA

ALBANIA & MACEDONIA

Land of the Iron Emperors

The Via Egnatia

The wide lands of the Danube were the homelands to two great
European peoples, the lllyrians and the Serbs. This unique tour
is a little off the beaten track, but the country’s wealth of iconic
archaeological sites - from remote prehistory until the birth of
modern Europe - are not to be missed! In the company of Guide
Lecturer Oliver Gilkes we will explore Vinca, the Danube-side
cradle of Neolithic civilization; extraordinary Gamzigrad, Emperor
Galerius’ retirement home; the medieval new town of Kruevac,
built by the heroic but doomed Prince Lazar; and the old town at
Nis, a typical medieval trading city of the Balkans.

This is a journey through time and civilisations across the
dramatic landscapes of southeast Europe. Albania, Macedonia
and the Balkans represent a vast patchwork of cultures and
civilisations. Our tour takes in the tombs and treasures of Philip
of Macedon, the late Imperial glories of Thessaloniki, and the
beautiful medieval churches on the shores of Lake Ohrid. Divided
by mountains, the Balkans are united by ancient roads, which kept
the disparate states and Empires in contact and conflict. The
greatest of these was the Via Egnatia, a series of tracks used by
the Romans to expedite their conquest of Illyria and Macedonia.

22nd - 29th Sep | £3,365pp single supp £225
Full details at andantetravels.co.uk/aser

9th - 17th Oct | £3,280pp single supp £445
Full details at andantetravels.co.uk/avie

EPIRUS & MACEDONIA

THE PELOPONNESE

Ancient kingdoms of northern Greece

Homer and beyond

Follow in the footsteps of conquerors and cross mountainous
landscapes while exploring the two northern kingdoms of ancient
Greece and their successors. Three conquering kings rose from
this area, Pyrrhus of Epirus from the Ionian coast, and Philip
II and his son Alexander the Great in Macedonia. Epirus boasts
famous sanctuaries and monuments to victory, while palaces,
houses, painted tombs and exquisite pebble mosaics survive at
the Macedonian cities of Verghina and Pella. Travel to Meteora,
where Byzantine monasteries perch on pinnacles of rock, and see
the Roman imperial grandeur of Thessaloniki.

Embark on a modern-day odyssey to the historic sites of ancient
Greece. Beginning in Athens, we journey as the ancients did
into the wild and beautiful Peloponnesian hills, Join our expert
guides as they trace the story of Greece from the Bronze Age
to Classical glory. This is, without a doubt, a must-do trip for
anyone who has ever dreamt of standing at the starting line of
the ancient Olympics, debating with Socrates, or following on the
footsteps of Hercules. From the Mycenaean Palace of Nestor to
the Acropolis of Athens, and from the Lion Gate to the Panhellenic
Sanctuary at Delphi. this is an all-encompassing experience.

12th - 21st Sep | £3,995pp single supp £525
Full details at andantetravels.co.uk/amac

12th - 23rd Sep | £4,195pp single supp £555
Full details at andantetravels.co.uk/apel
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Spinalonga

CRETE FROM WEST TO EAST

Chania to Sitia

This is a Greek island tour that has it all – stunning archaeology, romantic cities such as
Chania and dramatic landscapes, accompanied of course by the island’s wonderful cuisine.
Anticipate visits to Sissi, where we visit the excavations on Kephali Hill; the lesser-known
archaeological remains of Vathypetro and Mochlos as well as the famous Minoan Palaces;
and Aptera, the mythological setting for the battle between the Sirens and the Muses.
Other visits on this 10-day exploration include the Museum of Ancient & Traditional Ship
Building in Chania, the important Graeco-Roman site of Gortyn and Ayia Triadha – a small
palace that has preserved a number of Linear A tablets.

6th - 15th Sep
£3,560pp single supp £405
Full details at
andantetravels.co.uk/acrn

ISLANDS OF THE CYCLADES

Explore sacred islands and sprawling ruins

Travelling by land and crossing by ferry from port to
ancient port, we explore the best of the archaeology
there is to see on the archipelago in the company of
an expert Guide Lecturer. The archipelago is named
for its encircling of the sacred isle of Delos, the
legendary birthplace of Apollo and Artemis, but its
surrounding islands are no less fascinating. Highlights
include a chance to sail by private charter to Delos and
spend the day exploring one of the most important
sites in Greece, a visit to the spectacular prehistoric
settlement of Skarkos and ‘Homer’s’ tomb on the
delightful island of Ios, and opportunities to admire
the sleeping giants of Naxos – the Flerio Kourous –
scattered throughout this beautiful Aegean landscape.
22nd Sep - 1st Oct | £4,135pp single supp £490
Full details at andantetravels.co.uk/acyc
The Temple of Apollo
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Knossos Palace

In partnership with

CRETE & SANTORINI

Rise and fall of the Minoan civilisation

ANCIENT TREASURES
OF GREECE

Gods, Heroes, Monsters and Kings

The stories and legends, customs and
politics of the ancient Greek world
continue to echo through the ages. On this
journey of discovery, we explore classical
Athens, a city whose golden age led to
astonishing advances in art, philosophy,
science, and politics; take a pilgrimage to
Delphi, where we encounter the cult of
Apollo; and we cross the Gulf of Corinth
and travel into the Peloponnesian hills,
where hero Hercules began his 12 tasks
and King Agamemnon set out to rescue
Helen and capture Troy. This tour offers
the ‘greatest hits’ of the Greek world –
gods, heroes, monsters, and kings.
3rd - 11th Oct
£2,705pp (without flights) single supp £495
Full details at andantetravels.co.uk/aagr
(flights can be add on request at a supplement)

The Minoans are best known for their incredible
labyrinthine palaces – the greatest of which, located
at Knossos, was supposedly where Theseus slew the
Minotaur. Our journey across these two beautiful Greek
islands demonstrates the impressive architectural and
artistic skills of this Bronze Age civilisation. We begin
on the ever-popular island of Santorini and then it’s on
to Crete, where we continue to trace the story of the
Minoans, whose writing, organisation and ambition had a
profound influence on the development of ancient Greece and the western world.

20th - 27th Sep
£2,995pp single supp £290
11th - 18th Oct
£2,935pp single supp £290
Full details at
andantetravels.co.uk/acre

GREECE & TURKEY

The Via Egnatia II

The journey across the Via Egnatia continues in this tour, travelling east from
Thessaloniki and heading across Thrace to Istanbul, where we cut through millennia
of European history. The odyssey takes us past Athenian Amphipolis, Roman Philippi,
Phoenician and Greek Thasos, and into Turkey where the imperial grandeur of Adrianople
gives way to the splendour of Istanbul and the golden milestone where the road ends.
Highlights include the impressive ruins of Philippi, the first Otoman Turkish capital –
Edirne, home to mosques embellished by the genius of Mimar Sinan – and Istanbul.
19th - 28th Oct | £4,220pp single supp £635
Full details at andantetravels.co.uk/aveg
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BYZANTIUM

A private visit to the Archaeological
Museum
Superbly situated on the banks of the
continent-dividing Bosphorus Strait and,
like Rome, built on seven hills, the vibrant
metropolis of Istanbul has been around for
over two-and-a-half millennia. Two great
empires have made it their capital – the
Christian Byzantines and the Muslim Ottoman
Turks – and it is their spectacular legacy that
makes the city so appealing to those of us
with a passion for archaeology and history.
The Topkapı Palace and its mysterious harem,
the gloriously Iznik-tiled Blue Mosque, and
the gorgeous mosaics and frescoes of the
Church of the Holy Saviour in Chora are just
some of the highlights we encounter over
seven, expert-led days of touring here.
8th - 14th Nov
£3,310pp single supp £690
Full details at andantetravels.co.uk/abyz

Hagia Sophia

WALKING THE LYCIAN WAY

Archaeological highlights along the Lycian Way
This varied itinerary blends some of the best walking, on what is generally regarded as one of the world’s great walking trails, The
Lycian Way, with a fine mix of superb ancient sites. We explore the little-known gems that are Sidyma and Pydnae, and then there is
Xanthos – famous not least because some of its finest monuments were brought to the British Museum in the 19th century. Glittering
turquoise seas, high peaks, immense beaches and remote villages provide a stunning backdrop to our exploration of one of the ancient
world’s most intriguing regions, Lycia. Walking means that we can discover the charm of the lesser-known sites of the region, some of
which are only accessible by foot, and we will also take a boat trip to the waterfront ruins of Simena, half-submerged in clear waters.
16th - 23rd Oct | £3,635pp single supp £535
Full details at andantetravels.co.uk/awlw

THE AEGEAN COAST OF
TURKEY
Special access to the Roman-era houses of
Ephesus
The Greek and Roman cities of Turkey’s Aegean coast
were once some of the most powerful in the ancient
world, from - if Homer is to be believed - the site of the
legendary conflict between Greeks and Trojans, to the
World Heritage Site of Hierapolis. The remains of these
splendid cities are set in a breathtaking landscape of
rugged limestone peaks, plunging valleys, olive groves,
pine forests and flower-dotted meadows, with the
glittering blue waters of the Aegean Sea highlighting
the distance. Each site we visit offers a memorable
experience, but the star attraction is the special access
we have secured to the Roman-era terraced houses of
Ephesus, whose painted walls and mosaics are amazing.

Ephesus
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1st - 11th Oct | £3,600pp single supp £540
Full details at andantetravels.co.uk/aaeg

Termessus

SOUTH WEST TURKEY - PAMPHYLIA & PISIDIA
Remarkable ruins by the Mediterranean and high in the Taurus Mountains

The great plain of Pamphylia was settled by Trojan refugees, then by Alexander the Great and
his successors before succumbing to Roman control. Behind the coastal littoral, the Taurus
mountains rise dramatically to a heights approaching 10,000 feet, inhabited in ancient times
by the hardy peoples of Pisidia. Highlights on this week-long tour include the Archaeological
Museum in Antalya, the remarkably well-preserved Roman remains of Sagalassos and the
magnificent theatre at Aspendos – considered one of the best-preserved in the ancient world.

24th - 30th Oct
£2,830pp single supp £420
Full details at
andantetravels.co.uk/apam

Mount Nemrut

CAPPADOCIA & SOUTH EAST TURKEY

From central Anatolia to the Euphrates

The Tigris and Euphrates both rise in the mountains of Turkey and flow south into the Persian
Gulf. The Fertile Crescent, arcing around the flat lands of Mesopotamia, saw the birth of
agriculture and the first domestication of cattle, goats, sheep and pigs. Prior to this agricultural
revolution, hunter-gatherers built the remarkable temple complex at Göbekli Tepe. In addition
to this, we see the spectacular Roman mosaics in Gaziantep, rescued from the flood waters of a
dam on the nearby Euphrates, and the gigantic late-Hellenistic statues atop Mount Nemrut – a
UNESCO World Heritage Site.

20th - 30th Sep
£4,425pp single supp £725
Full details at
andantetravels.co.uk/aeas
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Ulugh Beg Observatory

UZBEKISTAN

Visit the UNESCO-listed sites of Bukhara and Samarkand
On this tour we explore the sites and cities of the Silk Road, which once ran all the
way from China to Europe, with Uzbekistan right at its heart. The steppes, deserts,
mountains and gleaming blue-tiled cities tell a story of trade and conquest. Join us on
the road to Khiva, Bukhara and fabulous Samarkand; cities built to dazzle the travellers
who have passed by for thousands of years. For centuries, this is where not only goods,
but knowledge, ideas, and cultures crossed from East to West. Travel in the footsteps of
those ancient caravans, from grassy plain to desert, voyaging from city to city, crossing
Uzbekistan on an unforgettable journey.

16th - 30th Sep
£5,130pp single supp £395
Full details at
andantetravels.co.uk/auzb

MOROCCO & ANDALUCÍA
Where Africa and Europe meet

On this tour of a lifetime, explore the nexus between
Africa and Europe, starting in the Roman period and
continuing to the expulsion of Muslims and Jews in the
reign of Ferdinand and Isabella. Discover unforgettable
Roman ruins in both continents at Volubilis and Italica,
and stunning Moorish architecture in the medinas and
palaces of Fez and Marrakech, as well as in the palaces
of Sevilla and Malaga. Standing in the wondrous
Cathedral of Córdoba or in the Alhambra in Granada,
we will experience centuries of culture that transcend
boundaries between Europe and Africa, and between
Christian and Muslim. Join us for 18 spectacular days
on this twin-centre tour, led by an expert guide.
1st - 18th Nov | £5,700pp single supp £880
Full details at andantetravels.co.uk/amas
Alhambra Palace
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SOUTHERN PERU

The Incas and their ancestors
Machu Picchu

Machu Picchu, Cuzco, the Colonial jewel of Arequipa and the enormous, enigmatic
Nazca Lines – this is the classic tour of some of Peru’s major archaeological and
cultural attractions. Explore the world-famous sites of the Inca alongside the intriguing
remains of their lesser-known predecessors and immediate descendants as we climb
from the Pacific into the highlands to the ancient heartland of the Inca Empire.
After two nights in Lima, we drive south along the desert coast to Nazca stopping
en route to visit the Regiona Museum in Ica, home to a wealth of ancient coastal
artefacts. We investigate the ceremonial centre of Cahuachi and see the extensive
collection of Nazca material at the Antonini Archaeological Museum. After an optional
flight over the mysterious Nazca Lines (pre-bookable, price upon request), we
continue south to the coastal site of Puerto Inka, a little-visited ancient port. With
scenic stops along the way, we drive further south to Arequipa where we spend the
next two days exploring its UNESCO-listed colonial centre and the Museo Santurios
Andinos, home to some well-preserved mummies from the Inca period, found among
the glaciers of the nearby mountains.
From Arequipa, we fly to Cuzco and after taking time to acclimatise to the altitude,
we explore the city and sites of this region. These include the Temple of the Sun,
the extensive Inca Museum, the great fortress of Sacsayhuaman, the sacred site of
Q’enqo, the terrace systems at Tipon, and the Temple of Viracocha. Leaving Cuzco,
we travel to Ollantaytambo and stop to explore Chinchero and the extraordinary
circular terrace systems at Moray along the way. After our investigations of the
Ollantaytambo ruins, we board a train to Machu Picchu. Staying in Aguas Calientes,
the small town is situated directly below Machu Picchu, we have ample time to
explore this legendary site.
Before heading home, we return to Lima and explore the Larco Herrera Museum and
Gold Museum, whose vast collection includes Nazca and Inca artefacts.

Tour Highlights
• Experience the world-renowned site of
Machu Picchu after the crowds start to
disperse and again at daybreak, before it
gets busy
• Discover the Inca heartland around their
capital of Cuzco, a location that is also
home to the Incas’ most sacred shrine – the
Temple of the Sun
• Grasp the once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to
take a thrilling flight over the mysterious
Nazca Lines (flight is optional, pre-bookable
on request at a supplement)
Guided by Prof. John Rick
Associate Professor Emeritus at Stanford
University, John focuses on South American
archaeology and the lost city of the Incas.

14th Sep - 1st Oct | £7,995pp single supp £995
Full details at andantetravels.co.uk/asam
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Return Address
Unit 4
Oakridge Office Park
Whaddon
Salisbury
SP5 3HT

Christmas & New Year Tours

Whether you love your holiday traditions or want to try something new, we have a collection of seasonal trips available that will leave
you with new memories. Treat yourself to a place on one of our Christmas or New Year tours and give yourself a new way to celebrate.
What’s more, travelling at this time of year often means that popular sites are less busy, giving you more space to take those allimportant photographs or to really immerse yourself in the sites visited.

CHRISTMAS IN TUNISIA
The Punic Wars
As this tour takes places at a festive time of year, we will spend Christmas Day exploring Tunisia’s most important religious city, namely
Kairouan, and the incredible museum of Sousse. Other highlights on this eight-day adventure include visits to the amphitheatre at El
Djem, the beautifully preserved Phoenician site of Kerkouane and the UNESCO-listed site of Dougga.
19th - 26th Dec | £2,755pp single supp £235 | Full details at andantetravels.co.uk/atux

CHRISTMAS IN YORK

POMPEII & NAPLES AT NEW YEAR

Join us as we explore the historic heart of York in the company
of John Oxley, former City Archaeologist, and venture further
afield with some invigorating, festive walks to the dramatic
ruins of Rievaulx and Fountains Abbey along with the Medieval
settlements of Wharram Percy and Hanging Grimston. We also
enjoy special access to York’s City Walls on Christmas Day.

The streets and buildings of Naples are full with life – festooned
with washing – and, at this time of year, decorated with the
elaborate cribs of the Neapolitan tradition. See out the old
year at Pompeii and Herculaneum, explore the amazing Roman
cistern known as the Piscina Mirabilis, visit the well-preserved
amphitheatre in Pozzuoli and enjoy a New Year’s gala dinner.

23rd - 28th Dec | £1,945pp single supp £435
Full details at andantetravels.co.uk/ayox

27th Dec - 2nd Jan | £3,580pp single supp £645
Full details at andantetravels.co.uk/anap

BYZANTIUM AT NEW YEAR

FLORENCE AT NEW YEAR

Discover some of the hidden corners and back street-life of
other quarters of this great city in the expert company of Terry
Richardson, classical historian, writer and journalist. Highlights
include a visit to Topkapı Palace, a ferry ride to to Üsküdar in
Asian Istanbul and time to discover the dazzling Blue Mosque
with its high dome, multiple minarets and Iznik-tiled interior.

Trace the development of this unique city, delving into its
exquisite art and architecture, including the Medici chapel,
Baptistery and the wonderful Basilica of Santa Croce. We will
visit both the Uffizzi and Accademia with pre-booked entrance
times to avoid the queues, we will explore Fiesole’s Etruscan
temple and bath complex, and visit an array of other sites.

28th Dec - 2nd Jan | £3,205pp single supp £590
Full details at andantetravels.co.uk/ainy

28th Dec - 2nd Jan | £3,100pp single supp £465
Full details at andantetravels.co.uk/aflx

Discover God’s Own Country

A new year’s celebration unlike any other

Iconic monuments at a quieter time

How to book
If you are already interested in joining one of our
tours and want to know more, please do give our
Specialist Sales Executives a call today. They are
ready to help with your questions.
If you have already booked a place on one of our
tours and require further information, please
get in touch with our experienced Customer
Care team.

Culture and history in a special season

Call today: 01722 671 873
Alternatively, all of our tours are available to book online.

Visit our website: andantetravels.co.uk
The Clock Tower, Unit 4 Oakridge Office Park,
Southampton Road, Whaddon, Salisbury, SP5 3HT

